Press release 7th September 2021

CIOCCO: MTB BETWEEN HISTORY AND DIRT TRACKS
ROAD TO THE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

25th September is coming: the day for the Masters
The 1st MTB Marathon World Championship for over 35
Keep an eye on the Belgian Roel Paulissen, one of the “elects”
A track of 64 km and 2600 m. difference in height ready 


It is the final countdown to the first MTB Master Marathon World Championship starting on 25th September at Ciocco (Lucca, Tuscany IT).
“We are back”: the MTB that matters comes back to this Tuscany location with an international event after 30 years. Ciocco Bike Circle committee offers to MTB lovers a classy bike park, inspired by the 1991 World Championship’s track, updated and perfected for the Italian Absolute and MTB Championship in 2020.
Marathon competitions are Ciocco’s new gem and after July’s test event and following upgrades, it perfectly suits Master World Championship: 64 km divided into two laps and a total of 2600 meters difference in height.
It is a wonderful trip through Garfagnana and Valle del Serchio, focusing on Ciocco’s estate, the “Living Mountain” where, as in 1991, the competition starts and ends inside the stadium. The first part of the race takes bikers from 656 meters up to almost 1000 meters in less than 4 km, both on dirt and blacktop roads. Ciocco shows up again at 10th km and in the end with the “iceberg” of the last ascent and the following descent on flow trail, the most beaten track by excitement-seekers on a MTB.
The 32 km ring-like track brings Masters through the most characteristic hamlets of Garfagnana and Valle del Serchio, glowing in history and art. First is Treppignana, a little medieval stronghold at 570 a.s.l.: bikers cross it entirely, almost bowing at the old San Martino Church. Following, they closely pass by Albiano, where ancient meets modern in an original village surrounding the little San Rocco Church. After 15 km, Masters go through Barga city centre, an authentic treasure since 180 b.C., once hold by the Rolandinghi’s, a Longobard family.
This is the Poetry Valley, and as Giuliana Gramigna writes, Barga offers many colours of its cobblestones and walls, different flavours as Pecorino cheese and wine, and even old practices as the braiding of sheep-wool. 
Leaving one of the most fascinating hamlets of Italy passing by the Macchiaia door is sad, but the competition continues to Sommocolonia, another village of breath-taking beauty, with its ancient stone-houses.
Such a track clearly attracts bike lovers. This Master Marathon World Championship has anything such a competition requires: dirt roads, mule tracks, cobblestones, fords, single tracks, ascents, descents and… luckily some blacktop too to restore after those ups and downs that will define rankings. The 2600 meters difference in height makes sense in this international competition: the track is open to those aiming for the title. Besides, Ciocco offers different solutions for accommodations a stone’s throw away from the track: for a top holiday, the exclusive Ciocco Renaissance suits perfectly. 
Registrations are open (online www.cioccobike.it) all information and guidelines are available) and every participant receives a…tasty competition pack. The memorial backpack, beyond a cap, contains different gastronomic specialties typical of Garfagnana. This is such a “delicious” occasion to explore it, on an MTB, obviously.
The name of Roel Paulissen shines among participants, the Belgian biker, already World Champion now having fun as a Master, is wearing also a brand new European Champion shirt.
Info: www.cioccobike.it



